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Abstract 
Virtual healthcare has evolved through different research and application steps, this study tries to systematize 
what has happened in this disruptive situation in management studies, consolidating lessons learned in last 
twenty years. A bibliometric analysis gives the opportunity to explore in a massive method what was written in 
2020, including instant papers and preprints, trying to concentrate on new emerging topics and research fields. 
Keywords: Virtual healthcare, telemedicine, digital healthcare, Covid, Bibliometrix 
1. Introduction 
IC and digital technologies are completely changing the healthcare field (Sousa et. al., 2019; Izzo, 
Camminatiello, 2020) especially after an incredible change of the scenario due to Covid-19 pandemic emergency 
(Cobianchi, Pugliese, 2020). Social distancing, together with the difficulty to give cures to an enormous number 
of patients in fact put on evidence the necessity of telemedicine and digital healthcare. 
Digital healthcare in 2020 has been acting an increasingly major position in the management of the COVID-19 
crisis and research studies are becoming to indagate the new role of telehealth both in emergency and in new 
sanitary models defining a new scenario also in study field. This impressing acceleration, due to pandemic 
evolvement, generates the need to investigate in new digital healthcare solution in new settings and systematize 
recent experience in a theoretical framework.  
This paper has the aim to provide a systematic literature review to systematically analyse the effect of digital 
healthcare, especially in Covid time. Indeed, we performed an analysis of 168 documents of the last 22 years 
(from 1998, year in which first telemedicine discussions were implemented also in European institutional context, 
to 2020) evidencing new and consolidate application of virtual healthcare. The number of documents until 2019, 
comparing with 2020 ones, reveal a gap of systematization and a need to include new applications in a 
consolidated research field. 
The paper is organised as follows: after illustrating the methodology used, the authors systematically review the 
literature about the effect of virtual healthcare on health system especially in Covid- 19 time. Afterwards, more 
illustrations of results driven by literature are presented. In the last section of the chapter, the main conclusions 
and implications are discussed. 
2. Methodology 
The research contains five phases: study design; data collection; data analysis; data visualization and 
interpretation. 
In the study design, we define the main objective of this research that is to evaluate and classify the different 
characteristics of existing literature that lies at the crossing among virtual healthcare and sustainable sanitary 
models, especially in Covid pandemic emergency in management realms. We adopt an objective and a subjective 
approach to examine how the topic of virtual healthcare and telemedicine has been integrated into the business 
and management field.  
For data collection we select the Web of Science (WoS) database. Data analysis is staged by a bibliometric 
analysis which characterizes the objective approach. Bibliometrics refers to “the collection, the handling and the 
analysis of quantitative bibliographic data, derived from scientific publications” (Verbeek et al., 2002: 181).  
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In research project, scientists define the study question and decide the appropriate bibliometric methods that can 
solve the question. The common kinds of research questions that can be answered by means of bibliometrics for 
science mapping are: classifying the knowledge base of a research field and its intellectual structure; investigate 
the study front (or conceptual structure) of a research field; generating a social network structure of a specific 
scientific community. In research design, one of the most significant choices for researchers is the extent or 
decision to divide the timespan into time segments. Bibliometric evaluation is performed at a specific 
observation in time to represent a static portrait of the field at that moment; it can divide the timespan into 
multiple time periods to catch the development of the field through time. This is particularly useful for this 
research on technology evolvement and use. 
In data set, scholars select the database that includes the bibliometric data, filter the main document set, and 
transfer the data from the selected database. This phase can include constructing one’s own database (Waltman, 
2016). For data analysis, one or more bibliometric or statistical software tools can be utilized. Data assessment 
requires descriptive analysis and network mining.  The last stage is records visualization: researchers must 
decide what visualization technique is to be employed on the results and then engage the appropriate mapping 
software: bibliometric methods will often disclose the structure of a ground in a different way from the 
cataloguing of traditional literature reviews. Of course, they are not a substitute for extensive reading in the field 
but could represents an updated situation in scholars’ research. This graphical representation is useful to underlie 
research gaps: as for specific topics, for authors’ network and for country areas involvement. The bibliometric 
analysis research question is how identify lack of literature engagement in virtual healthcare field. 
The study contains general descriptive statistics (e.g. identifying the main authors, publishing journals, etc) (Wu 
and Wu, 2017) and more sophisticated methods like the document co-citation, collaboration, and co-occurrence 
analyses (Briner and Denyer, 2012; Rosseau, 2012). The bibliometric analysis is carried out by using the R 
package bibliometrix version 2.2.1 (Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017) which also allows for extracting bibliometric 
networks using different units of analysis, i.e. citations, authors, countries, keywords, etc. It performs coword 
analysis (Callon et al., 1983) by multiple correspondence analysis (Lebart et al., 1984) and hierarchical 
agglomerative clustering (Rousseeuw, 1987). Bibliometrics can make a systematic, transparent, and reproducible 
review process based on the statistical measurement of science, scientists, or scientific activity (Broadus, 1987; 
Diodato, 1994; Pritchard, 1969; Crane, 1972). Data visualization is used to represent a science map and the result 
of data analysis. 
The last step is interpretation, where the objective method is combined by a subjective approach (qualitative 
analysis), which is based on scholars’ analysis of a given area of research. In fact, a qualitative evaluation 
completes the bibliometric analysis, in particular the literature linking virtual healthcare in business and 
management phenomena is studied and graded. 
3. Results of the Bibliometric Analysis and Discussion 
We conducted a topical query and downloaded 5475 bibliographic literature from the online WoS database 
searching for Topic TS = ((Covid AND virtual healthcare AND ("Integrated citizen*" OR "global health 
coverage")) AND (telemedicine OR telehealth) OR e-health)) in 1998-2020, refined:  
− by including web of science categories: (Management or Business); 
− by including languages: (English); 
− by including citations Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, ESCI.  
We extracted by 121 sources (Table 1.). Then we carried out the bibliometric analysis, by using the R package 
Bibliometrix version 2.2.1 (Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017). Such analysis opens by presenting the main information 
about data (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Main Information about data 

 
 
Leaving out the rows whose meaning is obvious, we put on evidence the row that evidences the number of 
keywords associated with the documents by WoS database (ID=376), then the number of keywords associated 
with the documents by the authors (DE =563). The table data also denote a few documents e many authors, the 
number of Co Authors per documents (2.72) is equal the collaboration index (2.86) that is obtained by dividing 
the number of authors of multi authored documents and the multi authored documents. This index indicates a 
strong collaboration among the authors. 

 
Figure 1. Annual scientific production 

 
As the figure put on evidence starting from 1998, year in which was written the first article dedicated to this 
argument, the literature production had a strong increase in the middle of 2000’s and except for some oscillations 
has an important trend of production with some peaks in recent years. The scientific production follows the 
technology improvement: the introduction on new devices impact on healthcare applications, the large-scale 
diffusion of smartphones and applications between common users represent each time a step in the digital 
healthcare progress and then in literature creation (Elton and O' Riordan, 2016). 

 
Figure 2. Most cited countries 
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Figure 2 shows numbers of citations per countries. This citation analysis explains in which countries are most 
frequent citation and then the interrelation between documents in each country. The first one is USA, followed 
by Norway and Netherlands, then most sensible context to these themes. This figure is particularly explained by 
the Table 2, as follows, in which citations are counted in each country and is indicated average article citations. 
These three countries have a tradition in virtual healthcare thanks to technology level in sanitary field due also to 
demographic patterns (Vitacca et al., 2009). The function “citations” generate the frequency table of the most 
cited references or the most cited first authors (of references). 
 
Table 2. Citations per country 

 
 
For a choice of simplicity, we summarize the main results of the bibliometric analysis in several tables, such as 
“Most Productive Authors” (Table 3), “Top Manuscripts per Number of Citations” (Table 4), “Most Relevant 
Sources” (Table 5) and “Most Relevant Keywords” (Table 6). 
Table 3 shows the three authors who produced more than one publication and the number of articles they 
authored or co-authored. All the authors published almost two articles, thus reflecting that researching on virtual 
healthcare is a recent interest but every author decided to follow this theme after a first publication. 
Table 4 illustrates the top twenty manuscripts per citations. These are highly cited papers given that their 
citations. 
Analysing top twenty sources we can see that the topic virtual healthcare/ telemedicine has been published no 
more than eight times even if we deal with specialized journals, revealing that very not many sources deal with 
the topic (Table 5). 
Table 6, then presents the Authors’ Keywords (DE) and the Keywords associated with the document by WoS 
database (ID) which occur more than once. The results tell us that the most frequent author Keywords in the data 
are “model” “care”, “technology” and “system”. 
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Table 3. Most Productive Authors 

 
 
Table 4. Top manuscripts per citations 

 
 
Table 5. Most Relevant Sources 
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Table 6. Most Relevant Keywords 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Dendrogram of the documents 

 
Table 7. Cluster results 

 
 
A useful dimension to comment the co-citation networks is a clusters analysis: we found four clusters with a 
transversal fifth one that is “telehealth”. The clusters are: 
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- Management. 
- Healthcare Service. 
- Information. 
- Quality. 
Following, the results of documents discussion, analysing most significant documents, according to previous 
ranking, with a special attention to 2020 production, that, due to Covid emergency, has an instant approach. 
Cluster 1: Management 
First Cluster is described by the word “management” that is the topic of these articles on virtual healthcare. All the 
authors, interesting for our literature review are focused on managerial evidence of introduction of digital systems 
in sanitary field. Some sub-topics are linked to specific aspect of management, Jefferies et al. (2019) extend 
discussion on value co-creation by examining user perspectives on institutional measures of service systems and 
how these affect customers' attempts to pass through service interactions. Healthcare provides the experimental 
context for the study focusing on a digital service knowledge built-in into customer interfaces. Another interesting 
example is given by Silva et al. (2019), that focus on mobile health (m-Health) and value co-creation. m-Health 
systems offer mobility as precious resource to interact between mobile health systems and patient problems, 
outstanding the significance of privacy and managing data. 
Other authors of this cluster concentrate on self-monitoring and the impact on public policies (Lanseng & 
Andreassen, 2007) and an inclusive access to health services. Cho et al (2007) study on the telehealth innovation 
and Cho and Mathiassen (2007) investigate on information-intensive nature of the healthcare industry and the 
potential to reduce costs and improve quality of services for an integrated health system. The studies contribute 
with a cost- efficacy analysis about technology in sanitary field. Wu et al. (2016) discuss on E-health synergy, 
integration work and hospital is bigger than the merged intensity of the differing forces.  
Papa et al. (2020) in a really recent study focus on really new technology, Internet of Things and wearable devices 
that are important application during Covid times, stressing the concept of remote controlling, and Rajan et al 
(2013), some years ago, concentrate on same management remote control models on patients who live farther 
away from the hospital and the impact of telemedicine on the competitive balance between hospitals.  
Cluster 2: Healthcare Service 
The second cluster is correspondent to the concept of service, healthcare service. These documents stress the 
evidence about new models of service and how these models impact on citizen health. George and Bucatariu 
(2020), in a recent article raise this proposition in NCOVID-19 context. According to these authors telehealth has 
been playing an increasingly key role in the management of the NCOVID-19 crisis: the application of social 
distancing measures has had the result of reduced technology distance in almost every walk of life. In this paper, 
based primarily on the still evolving experiences of utilizing it during the Covid- 19 crisis, telehealth has finally 
affirmed itself as the solution for service needs.  
What was just an experimentation for former authors as AlDossary, Martin-Khan, Bradford, & Smith (2017) or 
George & Salgaonkar, 2006; Mekoth, et al., (2012), in NCOVID-19 time become a strong opportunity to be a new 
service model.  
These new views of an integrated sanitary model for health inclusion started in significant studies especially in 
Northern Europe. Essén (2009), in “The emergence of technology‐based service systems: A case study of a 
telehealth project in Sweden” proposed a framework for studying the process of technology‐based service system 
innovation from a broad perspective. The framework draws on Lévy‐Strauss's concept of bricolage, which implies 
that individuals' “making do with resources at hand,” as opposed to managerial visions, can prompt innovation. 
This paper is focused on user innovation that becomes a more and more interesting perspective and in ten years this 
new framework is now a consolidated one. Lin and Hsieh (2013) in their study on telehealth service target 
customers’ need. Based on multiple case study findings, this research identified challenges for the new service 
development projects such as user needs identification. A sustainable healthcare service requires clearly identified 
user needs and mature technology, organization, and individual service providers.  
Cluster 3: Information 
Cluster 3 is a little papers group concentrated on “information” and the role of data managing for public health. 
Aarnio & Raitoharju (2008) in their chapter focused on how many areas of the healthcare sector are 
information-rich and data-intensive. Patient-specific prescription information is often seen as incredibly important 
part of patient data for patients’ safe treatment and therefore the availability of it should be an incredible resource 
of knowledge. The aim of this paper is to study healthcare professionals’ perceptions of their use of sources of 
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medication information and to assess it in the light of national e-Health scenarios using a Finnish primary care 
organization as a case study. The data are seen from professional’s perspective that is an important point of view. 
The future e-Health solutions should be usable and ensure the correctness and completeness of the treatment 
information if the clinical workers are expected to use them. The valuable information provided by the patients 
could be also exploited more efficiently in the future as big data for studies in medical field but also in managerial 
one. 
Another significative study was given by Grain et al. (2008) that in a conference investigate on Australia sanitary 
system, confronting an ageing population with complex demographics. Ensuring continued healthcare for the 
ageing, while providing sufficient support for the already aged population requiring assistance, is at the forefront 
of the national agenda. Information is an important answer to this context and collection of data is an important 
output of that condition.  
Cluster 4: Quality 
At the end of this analysis a little cluster put on evidence the concept of quality in virtual healthcare for integrated 
services. Wickramasinghe et al. (2005) in “Assessing E-Health” focus on the fact that while healthcare is the main 
service industry on the world, it has yet to realize the full capacity of the e-business transformation in the form of 
e-health. This is due to many reasons, including the fact that the healthcare industry is faced with many complex 
challenges in trying to deliver cost-effective, high-value, accessible healthcare and has traditionally been gradual 
to adopt new business techniques and technologies. Given that e-health to a great degree is a macro-level interest 
that has far reaching micro-level consequences, this chapter first develops a quality framework to assess a 
country’s readiness to supporting e-health (i.e. the application of e-commerce to healthcare) and from this, an 
e-health preparedness net to facilitate the estimation of any e-health initiative. 
Another focus on quality service is given by Roberts and Alsop (2003) that investigate about access, choice, 
communication, and service providing. It implies that one of the prime functions of e-healthcare is to deliver a 
range of effective and efficient information services based on specific needs of different user groups such as health 
institutions, health professionals and citizens.  
4. Conclusion and Future Research 
This review is useful to find research gap in the considerate topic and could help to determine the effectiveness of 
virtual healthcare and telemedicine technologies in patient’s needs. Since a twenty-year application, an emergent 
situation, due to pandemic problems, test, and stress sanitary system with e-health answers, completely changing 
managing prospective and updating scholars contributes. The authors aimed to systematically review the 
effectiveness of telehealth on patient’s needs and healthcare services.  
Telemedicine is the provision of health services when distance is a critical factor, so it is necessary for operators to 
use information and communication technologies in order to exchange data useful for diagnosis and treatment of 
diseases. Telemedicine guarantees continuous information to healthcare providers and supports research and 
evaluation of care. An important aspect is that telemedicine allows a reduction of both the phenomenon of "health 
migration" and the costs that a patient must bear and allowing these patients a simpler self-management and giving 
them the opportunity to be more autonomous. The NCOVID-19 crisis threw telehealth into a situation completely 
new and put experimentations in a new stressed application but really significant for managerial views and 
paradigms. A new research gap is now occurred in literature and a significant new trend development could be part 
of close future research. We are aware that pandemic status will be at the same time an acceleration but also a new 
paradigm is coming in healthcare. All these experiences must be analysed and studied, moving from an operative 
level to a theoretical one, so a further study is our purpose. 
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